
Record of Meeting: RE: Status of the CN Rail Derailment clean-up at Nora Lake; 

Attending: Alan Roberts (WCA);  Rob Nedotiafko (SD);  Don Labossiere  (SD – Director 

Environmental Compliance and Enforcement);  Warren Rospad (SD  

Environmental Approvals Branch - field Services Coordinator); and Scott Davies – 

Emergency Response Coordinator – SD: Environmental Compliance and 

Enforcement);     

Mtg. Date: April 30, 2018 – 1:00 PM – Saulteaux Cresc.  

Report Date: May 8, 2018 

The meeting was called at the request of Alan Roberts, to discuss the concerns of local cottagers , and 

the WCA’s concerns over the effectiveness of the clean-up of the derailment of January 6, 2018.   Our 

concerns were that the clean-up had been under the direction of CN Rail, (not SD’s Environmental 

Services Division) and that we had received no validation of the effectiveness of the clean-up carried out 

by CN and none was available to us.  Given the jurisdiction that CN is able to assert over their right-of-

way, and the fact that clean-up interfered with their ability to sustain operations of the main line, we 

had requested that soil and water sampling be carried out at the site in an effort to confirm that the 

clean-up was in fact, effectively complete.   

We were advised that both Warren Rospad and Scott Davies, had attended the site a few days following 

the derailment due to the inaccessibility of the site, to assess the damage to the derailed cars, and the 

level of spillage of contents of the cars.  They were aware that the cars contained industrial products 

including petrochemicals, acid, and nickel sulphide.  They were able to confirm that there was no 

leakage of the acid, or the petrochemical, and very small amounts of the nickel sulphide.  They were also 

able to confirm, that the nickel sulphide spillage had been covered with plastic to prevent disturbance 

during removal of the rail cars, and that it had been cleaned up by shovel and removed from the site.  

Further, that the soil on which it had fallen, had been removed by front-end loaders (with the frozen 

condition of the area, complete removal could not be proven) as best they could at the time, and that 

they were part of the spring clean-up crew which would be returning to the site within the next week.  

They would assess the need for further clean-up once the presence of visible residue could be 

confirmed.   

They assured me that the jurisdiction of the Province to direct the clean-up of environmental hazards 

was not superceded by CN Rail’s, in situations involving environmental hazards, and that the work was 

being and had done to their common standard.   As a representative of WCA, and Rob, Don, Scott, and 

Warren, all representatives of SD’s Protected Space (WPP), I was satisfied that the necessary due 

diligence was being carried out.  

Alan Roberts – Past Chair of WCA’s Environment Cmte. 

  


